Γhe tennis teams kick off thier
1996 season dan. 20 at Sunshine
State Conference rival Tampa.
Mendy Bruno is ranked No. 19 in
[then's singles, and teammate
ndra Pascoe is 28th.
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Pawelek pick up
postseason honors
"" Twoafiιleles aπdacoacli racket!
Impostseason awards as the tai
∣9⅛⅛ r votibddown.
i
in volleyball, the American
v∞eyba1I Coaches Association
name, junior setter Missy ≡rr ∙∏ a
secor^ team All-American.
Bixor is the first UNF volleyball
player to be named All-American
since the school joined the NCAA
in 1392.
Teri Taylor was UNF’S only
previous All-American. She won
the awards when UNF was a
memt oftheNAIA.
UNF cross country coach Mark
VanAlsty ne has been named NCAA
Division I∣ Southeast Region
womer 's coach of the year and
senior runner Kim Pawe∣ek has
In named female regional runner
ιe year.
awelek won the women’s
iv∣dua∣ titles at the stale
mpk>nship meet, the Sunshine
t⅛ Conference meet and the
AA Division II Southeastern
mpionship this season. She
shed eighth at the NCAA-2
onai championship.

Stetson University of
fers a new travel abroad
program available to UNF
business students ...
page 3.
Doomsday cult from
the Phillipines goes nuts
when the world keeps on
turning in 1996. ... page
3.
Local telephone com
panies gear up for turf
war... page 3.
Embarrassing report
points to racial bias in
attitudes towards school
quality ... page 3.
Despite father’s pro
test, police officers said a
12 year old really isn’t'a
good choice for desig
nated driver.... page 3.
What’s going on this
week? See the calendar
on page 3.
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Herbert plans for 25% cut
By Denise-Marie Williams
OF THE STAFF

UNF may eliminate evening
and weekend courses, most
graduate programs and some col
leges as part of a plan to reduce
the university budget by 25 per
cent, UNF President Adam
Herbert announced last month to
members of the university fac
ulty and Jacksonville community.
The proposed cuts, a response
to the legislature-proposed man
date to prepare for budget reduc
tions, are part of Herbert’s plan

to slash $12.5 million from the
university budget. The plan would
be implemented over the next two
years by reducing enrollment and
staff and eliminating graduate
programs not offered through the
Division of Continuing Educa
tion using an “Executive Week
end” format.
Herbert said the College of
Computing Services and Engi
neering would be eliminated as
well as the colleges of Business
Administration, Education and
Human Services, and Health.

Selected programs from these
colleges would be included as
new departments within a newly
established College of Profes
sional Studies.
Computer sciences would be
come part of the Department of
Mathematics and Sciences. All but
two College of Arts and Sciences
departments would be maintained.
“They want us to do more
with less money,” Herbert said.’T
believe we are in the early stages
of a fiscal meltdown. This will be
a different university by the end

of [this academic year].”
Herbert referred to the state
capitol as the place where the alter
ing of the genetic code of our edu
cational system is being made.
“We all know that higher edu
cation budget cuts of this magni
tude in a growing state university
would be a kiss of death from an
economic development perspec
tive,” said Herbert, adding he did
not think Legislature would en
force the 25-percent reduction.
“If UNF is ever to become
competitive with Florida State or

the University of Florida, this cut
back would be a major
inhibitionary force,” said junior
accounting/psychology major
Mark Proulx. “This is a good en
vironment for learning. If cuts
were made, less [courses] would
be offered and nobody would be
inclined to come.
“It’s not so much that the qual
ity would change but that course
offerings would. You can’t offer
to sell an education if you’re not
offering an education — the
classes that support one.”

Music department deal with
Baldwin benefits students
By Morris Lary
OF THE STAFF

Budget cuts may have some
departments singing the blues, but
UNF’s music department is still
upbeat, thanks to a new instrument
loan program.
Under the arrangement offered
by some manufacturers, universi
ties across the country receive mu
sical instruments at no cost, for use
by students during the year.
Attheendof that year, the manu
facturer sells the instruments at a
discount, with their service at the
universities as an endorsement.
“[The manufacturer] can say
it was used by the University of
North Florida,” said Dr. Gerson
Yessin, chairman of the music
department. “People assume it’s
a good instrument or we wouldn’t
be using it.”
Students and alumni often get
first pick at the year-end sales and
are eager to buy from the loaning
'manufacturers, according to Yessin.
“[It’s] like giving away free
samples,” he said. “If a student has
been playing a Boosey & Hawkes
clarinet, that’s what he’ll want.”

The administration
should make Introduction
to Information Sciences
a required course for all
new students and faculty
members. ... page4.
Mike’s found the next
health food craze — it’s
fat free and has no
calories!... page 5.

Don’t miss Sir Richard
van Kinklestipe’s butt
numbing comics insert!
It’s all the comics you
didn’t get to see over
break, but wish you
could’ve. Sir Richard bets
you can’t read just one.
Just try it!... Pages 5-8

UNF’s music department
started the program last year, re
ceiving keyboards from Baldwin
Music Centers and brass and wood
wind instruments made by Boosey
& Hawkes.
This year, the university is bor
rowing over $200,000 worth of
instruments, including four grand
pianos and six upright pianos. The
department also will borrow 14
Roland HP series digital pianos.
“They’re great,” said Baldwin
dealer Mike Nowlin. “You can take
them anywhere and not have to
worry about tuning.”
In addition to the use of the
instruments, UNF’s music depart
ment gets a bonus under the
Baldwin deal — three percent of
the year-end sale price. Last year,
that bonus came to about $2,500.
“It seems to be going pretty
well for us,” said Nowlin. “We
have the same arrangement at
[Florida Community College at
Jacksonville] and s∞n to be at
[University of Central Florida] at
Orlando.
“As long as they’re willing and
able to do it, so are we.”

Pre-Law receives $25,000
By Denise-Marie Williams
OF THE STAFF

SPORTS
MEN’S BASKET
BALL: The Ospreys
hope to use the experi
ence in last weekend’s
Marriott Classic to pull out
a conference champion
ship. ... page 12.
WOMEN’S
BAS
KETBALL: The Lady
Ospreys posted up-anddown results over the
holiday break. They
opened the 1995-96
Sunshine State Confer
ence schedule withawin
Saturday. ... page 12.
SOFTBALL: Head
coach Natalie Martin
needs a few good
women before the sea
son opens next month.
... page 11.
TENNIS: The tennis
teams are both in the
preseason top five.
Sports Shorts, p. 12.
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He shoots, he scores!
Fred Feder, nationally reknown free-throw expert, shoots over eleven feet of cartons to sink a basket
during halftime of the women’s basketball game between UNF and Eckerd College Saturday at the UNF
Arena. He has performed before politicians, entertainers and sports fans around the world. (Matthew
MacRoberts/Photo Editor)

The pre-law program received a
$25,000 endowment from Jackson
ville law firm Brown, Terrell, Hogan,
Ellis, McClamma & Yegelwel last
month, marking the beginning of
substancial financial support from area
law firms.
The grant, celebrated at a Dec. 5
luncheon, will help fundaguestlecture
series in connection with four new pre
law courses tided Social Responsibil
ity, Mock Trial, ProEthics and Child
Advocacy.
“[UNF’s pre-law program] is
really growing,” said Lewis J.
Radonovich, dean of arts and sci
ences. “In Fall 1993, we formed a
committee to decide about a pre-law
program. Twenty students partici

pated and only one law firm showed
any interest in our graduates... But,
we’ve really exceeded our expecta
tions. Today, there are 140 [pre-law]
studentsand... we,vegotl41awschools
who are interested. Our [Law Sch∞l
Aptitude Test] scores are in the upper
10 percentile.”
“The students here at this univer
sity will be our future leaders ... in
volved in bettering our society,” said
Wayne Hogan, partner of the granting
firm. “We are pleased to endow the
new courses.
Members of the law firm have
participated in several UNF pre-law
functions. Tom Brown, Evan
Yegelwel and Tom Duffy have been
guest speakers in classrooms and on
panels. Brown also is part of the
program advisory board.

Course request system lets students call shots
By Charles Mangus Jr.
contributing writer

UNF administrators have an
swered student requests for more
classes at more accessible times by
adding the On-Line Course Request
System and a new class hodine.
UNF unveiled the course re
quest system to allow students
to influence semester class of
ferings. Class requests can be
made for the May 1996 semes
ter through the on-line comput
ers in the library and computer
lab until Jan. 27.

“Since I’ve always worked at
night, I’ve always had to schedule
my classes during the day,” said
senior psychology major Jessica
Meyer, who works forBamett Bank
in the^evenings. “It prevented me
from very many choices in the major
electives I could take.”
' “We can’t satisfy everyone, but
we’re trying,” saidFran D’AvanzoSchrader, director of records and
registration. “Most students ch∞se
to register for classes over the
phone, so many studentsdon’tknow
about the system yet.”

“We would like to make it so
students could request classes up to
two or three years in advance,” said
Dorreen Daly, executive assistant
to the vice president of student af
fairs and a member of the group
who implemented the system.
“They could almost request the
courses and time they need them
for their whole college career.”
UNF also has introduced a
hotline updating students on courses
added since the course schedule
booklet’s publication. The hodine
is accessed by calling 646-2663.

Osprey
sports
this
week
Tuesday
Women’s Basketball

at Tampa, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Men’s Basketball

Rollins, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball

at Florida Southern, 5:15 p.m
at Florida Southern, 7:30 p.m
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UNF to face F
th<

JANUARY 18th
UNF ARENA
8:00 PM

from page 12
Saturday the Ospreys travel to
Lakeland to take on Florida Southem. The Moccasins brought back
John Saunders, who had been
tossed off the team last year. He is
scoring 15 points per game and
averaging 5.5 rebounds per game.
“He was an all-conference selection the year before. I guess his
year off got his head straight, I
don’t know,” Zvosec said. “He’s
back and they added a junior college player out of Illinois who is a
fantastic player, about 6-5
swingman by the name of Antasius
Clark, who’s a very good player.”
“Very good” may be an understatement. Clark is scoring 16.5
points per game, good for sixth in
theconference,islOthinfieldgoal
percentage and second in steals
behind RollinsRollins’ Carter.
Florida Southern is among the
conference leaders in rebounding
and is second in blocked shots.

The Ospreys will have to get
through the week without sixth
man Cecil Mourning, who injured
his knee during finals week and
had surgery Jan. 3. Although the
senior could return Saturday,
Zvosec said he is going ahead with
the worst-case scenario: that
Mourning is gone for the year,
“We’ve got to prepare as if he’s
not going to be back,” Zvosec said.
“Therefore, if he does come back
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Cable, long distance companies gearup against BellSouth

Stuff that’s going on
Wednesday

agement

• Broadway Series: “Tommy” shows at 7:30 p.m. in
the Veterans Memorial Coliseum sponsored by the
FCCJ Artist Series. Call 632-3373.

Friday
• Gallery Opening: Harold Goude at the Alexander
Brest Museum at 6 p.m.

Saturday
• Career Fair sponsored by WAWS-TV (30). For more
info call 642-3030.

ι
κ
Jan.
16
• Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration at the Jackson
ville Landing. Call 353-1188 for more info.
• Rape Aggression Defense Training (R.A.D.)
Women’s Self Defense Class sponsored by the UNF
Police Department, Bldg. 14.
Ifyou would like to announce club activities or UNF events in
the Spinnaker, please send detailed information to the
Spinnaker’s newsroom in Bldg. 1412607.

it of college and
million-dollar
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TALLAHASSEE (AP) — A
state report focusing on race as a
factor distinguishing g∞d schools
from bad has embarrassed those
who published it and prompted
some lawmakers to reject its pre
mises.
The dispute is over the
department’s
Successful
Schools Phase II report distrib
uted in November.
“The report blatantly stereo
types minority teachers and stu
dents, indicates that they are in
ferior and minority teachers can
not be successful teachers,” said
James Scruggs, a Department of
Education official working with
federal programs for poor stu
dents.
Education Commissioner
∙ ∙

peed ahead.

Frank Brogan said anyone infer
ring that the report was racist was
misinformed or trying to create
controversy about his administra
tion.
Gerald Richardson, the de
partment researcher who directs
the Successful Schools project,
said Phase II is only part of a
continuing study started by
former Education Commissioner
Betty Castor in 1993.
The goal was to find out what
makes schools successful so that
poor performing schools may be
improved. Initial research in
1993 looked at racial makeup
along with 28 other factors.
Richardson ’ s first report, which
won an award from a Washingtonbased,educatk>n research associa-

Members of a Phillipine cult
become violent over new year
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1.5 percent to 2 percent. The busi
nesses could decide to pass along
the tax increase to customers.
• Prohibit candidates from
switching from one race to an
other. The law was passed to pre
vent a repeat of the political leap
frogging by Republican Jim Smith,
who ran for governor, withdrew
from a runoff, and then ran for
agriculture commissioner. Smith
lost to incumbent Bob Crawford.
• Increase the price of a gallon
of gas by 0.3 cents. A 1990 law
automatically increases the sales
tax on motor fuel each year to track
the consumer price index.
The telecommunications law
was one of the major issues passed
by the 1995 Legislature.
BellSouth, the state’s largest
phone company with nearly 4 mil
lion customers, has signed an in
terconnection agreement with a
handful of prospective competi
tors who want to provide local
service.
They include the Florida
Cable Telecommunications As
sociation in Tallahassee, Conti

nental Cablevision in Jackson
ville, Intermedia Communica
tions of Florida in Tampa,
TeleportCommunications Group
in Fort Lauderdale and Time
Warner AxS of Florida in
Maitland.
The agreement potentially af
fects BellSouth customers from
Key West to Jacksonville, includ
ing Miami, Fort Lauderdale, Or
lando, West Palm Beach and
Daytona Beach.
Other local phone companies
have not reached agreements with
competitors but are expected to do
so.
A federal telecommunica
tions bill being considered in
Congress could allow local
phone companies to eventually
offer cable TV and long-distance
services, state Rep. Scott
Clemons said.
Under Florida’s law, nothing
will change for customers unless
they select an alternative phone
company. Consumers who
switch service can keep their
same phone number.

They also must receive 911
emergency service, unlimited calls
within a local exchange area, and
other basic services currently pro
vided by phone companies, ac
cording to the state Public Service
Commission.
BellSouth said it didn’t know
what additional services, such as
call waiting and call forwarding,
would be provided by competi
tors.
Under the law, BellSouth can
not increase its basic phone rates
for the next five years, a key ele
ment to protect consumers,
Clemons said.
He said he expected custom
ers who switch to still have their
numbers listed in the same phone
directory produced by a local
phone company.
Time Warner Cable has said
its interactive TV and home shop
ping experiment launched in
1995 in Orlando is a move to
ward offering services that in
clude music, telephone service
and data transmission.

State report: Minority teachers are inferior

ndards, have or
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TALLAHASSEE (AP) —
Florida’s push to deregulate local
telephone service kicked in Jan. 1
when cable TV companies, long
distance carriers and others can
offer local service for the first time.
Most consumers won ’ t see any
changes immediately.
But in the coming weeks and
months customers, particularly
those in urban areas, can expect to
see advertising and other market
ing efforts to lure them away from
their local phone company.
Florida, where $7 billion a year
is spent on phone service, is among
a dozen or so states that have passed
laws to foster increased competi
tion.
“Ours is one of the most ag
gressive,” said state Rep. Scott
Clemons, a leading proponent of
phone competition. “It also has
some of the best consumer protec
tions in it.”
The phone deregulation law
is one of a handful that took
effect Jan. 1. Others will:
• Increase the gross receipts
tax on dry cleaning businesses from

I
I
I

MANILA, Philippines (AP)—
Members of a cult that believed
the world would end New Year’s
Day were becoming violent and
blaming “outside forces” for the
failure of their prophesy, reports
said Thursday.
Fear continued to grip the
northern towns of Luna and
Cabatuan in Isabela Thursday as
the cult members regrouped and
were exhibiting bizarre behavior,
radio stations said.
Village chairman Dominador
Pagara, in an interview with radio
station DZMM, said at least 77
cult members were “possessed” as
of Thursday morning.
Pagara appealed on radio for
help from national officials, say
ing many of the cult members were
getting violent and might either
kill others or commit mass suicide.
Students in the town high
sch∞l refused to attend classes
because school principal Evita
Sebastian, a cult member, was also
acting strangely, reports said.
Police were quoted as saying
the principal’s son Rex, a cult
leader, “ordained” four youths to

strangle and beat their mother Tues
day night to exorcise a demon from
her.
The woman died hours after
police and relatives persuaded doz
ens of cult members to abandon
their “judgment day” vigil, which
began Dec. 28.
“They believe the interference
of other religious groups, officials,
police and the media prevented the
coming of the Lord for judgment
day,” radio DZMM quoted Pagara
as saying.
Police and government offi
cials are hunting for the leader of
the group, Pastor Potenciano
Lumboy, and his daughter, Gladys,
who reportedly fled to another
province after the prophecy failed
to come true.
Members of the group, the Pen
tecost International Christian Com
munity, are concentrated in the
village of Luyao in Luna, 265 kilo
meters (165 miles) north of Ma
nila.
Telephone communications
with the area continued to be out
Thursday, and the radioreports could
not be confirmed independently.

Police say 12-year-old not
appropriate designated driver
HEMET, Calif. (AP) — Po
lice gave Donald Stevens this
much: He had the sense not to
drive after he’d been drinking.
But, they said, making his 12year-old son drive wasn’t the
answer.
Stevens, 33, was arrested
early Tuesday for investigation
of public intoxication, allow
ing an unlicensed juvenile to
drive and possession of a con
trolled substance.
He was held in Riverside
County Jail on $5,000 bail.
A police report says Stevens
told an officer that when police
attempted to pull their pickup
truck over, he had instructed his
son “not to stop, just slow down

and drive home.”
The son, who apparently
had been allowed to drive be
fore, followed those directions
to the letter.
Police said they “chased”
the truck for several blocks,
with speeds never exceeding
15 mph (24 kph), before the
boy finally pulled into the
driveway of the family’s home.
The report says police found
a plastic bag of methamphet
amine in Stevens’ pants.
Stevens’ explanation: “No
way.
“These aren’t my pants.
They’re my girlfriend’s pants.”
The pants were men’s pants,
the police report said.

tion, concluded that the most sig
nificantdifferences in low-income
schools were sch∞l safety and
orderliness, school leadership and
how the students were motivated.
The Phase II report excluded
those factors, which Richardson
said was unfortunate. “Maybe the
scope of the data was too limited,”
he said, “I heard later that people
were upset. I am upset.”
The report concluded that
two of 10 items separating suc
cessful low-income schools
from others centered on race.
Successful schools have fewer
minority teachers and fewer
minority students, the report
said.
Federal and state educators
recieved copies in November at a

statewide meeting in Tampa.
“Naturally, the Phase II report
gave us cold chills,” said Mary
Baker, a coordinator of federally
funded education programs in
Gadsden County. “What you’re
saying is if you want to have a
successful school, you get rid of
minorities.”
Richardson blamed the con
tents on a consultant, Evaluation
Systems Design, of Tallahassee.
But Connie Bergquist, head
of the company, said all she did
was write the report, while
Richardson and a 17-member
Successful Schools Steering
Committee called the shots.
Steering committee member
Diane Buhr denied that, saying
Richardson and the consultant were

in charge.
Amid the confusion, one point
was clear. No one wanted to say
how the research, specifically the
racial aspects, should be used to
improve schools.
“It was just information,” said
Richardson. “Information that
we could share.”
Some lawmakers involved in
education policy and funding
said the report should be tossed
out.
House Education Chairwoman
Cynthia Chestnut, D-Gainesville,
said attempting to improve educa
tion by focusing on race is not
valid.
“The oveσiding factor is pov
erty,” Chestnut said.
“Any policy based on this

would certainly be racist at most
and stupid at least,” said House
Education Committee member
Keith Arnold, D-Fort Myers, who
oversees the House version of the
education budget. “If some of our
minority students are not perform
ing right, the question is how to get
them to perform better.”
Asked if race would continue
to be part of Successful Schools
research, Brogan said some such
data was required to participate
in federal education programs,
but the decision would be made
by the steering committee.
Race “may not be included”
in the future, said Buhr, though
she stressed she was speaking
only as one member of the
steering committee.

The most frightening thing about
having Panic Disorder is not
knowing that’s what you *
Shooting chest pains, sodden and
intense. Overwhelming fear. Your hands
shake, and your heart begins to race.

And

ax

the episo<k∙ ends, it leaves you

weak and terrified.

For more than three million Americans.

attacks like these happen over and over.

They have Panic Disorder. And many of

them don’t even know it. That's because
the ⅛∖mptoms of Panic Disorder resem

ble those of other conditions. But when

medical tests show nothing is wrong.
It s time to ask, “Could this be

Panic Disorder?"

If you think you or someone you know
may have Panic Disorder, find out

u,r . ,

more. Call 1-800-64-PANIC for free

⅛* information. Call today.

Panic Disorder
It's real. It’s treatable.
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“ National institute of Mental Health
National Institutes of Health
•A public service message brought to
"onion and the NIMH
Education Program.
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Intro to Information Systems
should be a requirement for
students and faculty alike
In this era of increasing reliance on computers, it seems natural for
UNF to require all students and professors to successfully complete
Introduction to Information Systems (CGS 2060). At this time, it seems
strange that only students majoring in computer-related topics are re
quired to take this course.
Electronic mail is becoming a viable way to communicate between
classmates, as well as between professor and student. This makes it even
On My Mind
more unusual for a school offering free access to the internet (including
Usenet, the World Wide Web, gopher, telnet, and e-mail) not to make it by Mike Goldin
Sitting on the train coining back to
mandatory for students to understand how to use these important tools.
wonderful
UNF, I had lots of time to think
Word processing has revolutionized the way students prepare reports
up a column for this week. Seven hours, in
and term papers. Instead of having to re-type each page seven times or use
fact After the sixth hour and no good
correction fluid, it is now easy to edit and hand in professional-looking ideas, I gave up trying and came up with
papers that 20 years ago would have been thought impossible.
this, a unique yet refreshing edible cre
Databases make collecting information easier, and analyzing it simple. ation:
It’s totally fat free and has zero calo
Research can be done in a fraction of the time it took before this electronic
ries. It’s healthy for you (in fact you need
tool was created.
it to survive anyway) and generally the
Spreadsheets help each and every business major and minor, as well cost is minimal. For college students it
as just about anybody who needs to analyze information in ways that a may not cost anything other than buying a
refridgerator. What is my tasty treat? Ice!
database is not equipped to handle.
Ok, so I didn’t personally invent ice.
The question we would like answered is why all students are not
There’s no patent on it, though, so Γm free
required to learn about these useful and important aids to education?
to write about it all I want.
The goal of this university is to prepare students for careers. Why,
Why does ice make such a delicious
then, is UNF not taking this important step in the preparation if its student desert? Because of the yummy suprizes
that the City of Jacksonville has elected to
body? Like it or not, computers are here to stay.
We also believe that new professors should be required to take such a add to the tap water you drink. Exciting
items such as flouride make for added
class as well. In a world where computers are becoming ubiquitous, there flavor and healthier teeth (if they don’t turn
are still many people who are afraid to even touch a keyboard, let alone brown from over-exposure).
actually do anything productive with it. These people are both students
I fervendy beliee that ice will be the
next heath craze. Just think, you can have
and faculty, young and old.
The only way to get these people to understand the power of comput
ing is to show them firsthand. This may require some prodding, and if that
means making them take a class, so be it.

The panacea for all your dieting needs

write to us write to us write to us write

to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write

to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write

all you want, and still won’t permanently
gain weight (though you might be a bit
2 cups of water
bloated afterwards).
3 ice cube trays
The variations are endless! Try an icicle,
1 freezer
or maybe a frozen water pop; crushed ice is
nice; ice cubes can be fun, and (of course)
Instructions:
who could forget slush? There’s just no
Pour the water into the ice cube trays,
way you can go wrong with water.
being sure not to overfill them. Then insert
Eventually I <will write a recipe b∞k trays into the freezer, carefully or they will
for making ice treats like the ones listed spill. C∞l for 24 hours, then enjoy.
•∙∙
above. All you need is water and a freezer.
I have no doubt this b∞k will be a bestseller,
Why is the music department in
after all, even though there’s not real nutri Founder’s Hall open all night? I can see
tional value in it, ice is a great way to snack how these are creative people who are less
between meals.
bound by accepted societal values like
In the Northern United States, resi getting a good nights sleep, but 24 hours a
dents have another way to enjoy their ice: day?
Snow. This is not an option here (at least
President Herbert says he is trying to
not very often), and that is regrettable, cut the budget by 25 percent. He could start
because it comes with other great additives by not paying for unneeded electricity.
and preservatives like acid rain, dirt (if you Truly, how often do student musicians go
get it off the ground), and various other to practice al 3:00 a.m.? I know that when
pollutants found in today’s air. The flavor the Spinnaker takes that long to produce,
of this form of water rivals that of the the first thing I do after getting a cold
Jacksonville tap water.
shower is play a few riffs on my electric
Remember — don’t use distilled or guitar.It’s the best way for me to relax ...
spring water. It’s great for drinking, but for right!
our purposes there’s no taste to it. Γd rather
Γm in bed before you can say sleep.
have some ozone in my ice anyday,
I fed that the student center should be open
wouldn’t you?
all night, not Founder’s Hall. What are they
To start you off, here’s my favorite doingin thereat4:00ajn.?Sleepingliketherest
recipe:
of us? Can’t they do that in their own beds?

c
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It’S the hutt~∏Unτhi∏g comicS i∏Sert! YeS, all theSe
mo∏derful comicS you miSSed orer the break are
back with a re∏gea∏ce! so ma∏y com in S you ca∏,t
read lem all i∏ o∏e toilet Sitting! ≡e dare ya to try!
GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

l*S⅛E≡i≤!i

“Honey, settle an argument
for Us. Do most guys wear
briefs or boxer shorts?"

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
I GRAFTED ONE ONIO A
∣XειΛθ∣F-TOE^
DON'T BALL OFF...

I knew pigeons were so
messy...”

BUTCH ANO DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
1 CAU6MT√<X1K

crampmothek oj∕p∕m½
⅛OUK ⅛7½½ OFF HER
FACE 6dlTH A ~Tl^Ue- !

Rcug»iez FCRφuK
INFORMATION...

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
that' tveaub 'mill no ROUST
BE PLACER IN HEK B>CPAPβθθ^, Kk&MT NEXT T<o A

“Okay, everyone...today
ve’re making cold cereal.”
I KNEW ΓD
HEARDTHOSE
NAMES BEFOREI

WHAT
NAMES?
BELLE
AND

SPRINGER

I JUST remembered
AN OLD RUMOR
/SOME
ABOUT A GANG OF ) OTHER
SPACE PIRATES LED ,
BY A WOMAN
CALLED BELLE.

MAYBE. BUT HER
SHIR WAS ALSO
CALLED "SPRINGER".

HMMM,

. t*. ⅝
MEANWH/LE, AT
THEREVE
EVEN IF WE
BEEN SOME 1 WOULPNT A DISTANCE OF
FIND
1OOO KM, FLASH
MINP
MEMORABLE
NOTHING
SEEIN’ AND CHARLIE
MOMENTS I
WHEN WE
ARE
FOLLOWED
BELLE
ON THIS TRIP
GET
. AGAIN. BY TWO
THERE...
GREEDY MEN.

“Do you really expect the
court to believe your’e
invisible?!”

∕ANT
≈2727

PONT
LOSE
THAT
SHIP'
FLASH AND CHARLIE ARE EN ROUTE TO
LOCATE A SPOT MARKED ON A MAP
FOUND HIDDEN IN CHARLIE'S SHIP.I

1 KNOW 1 AND... 2000 KM TO STARBOARD.
WHAT ι BELLE'S SHIP MONITORS THE
PM
1 PURSUIT...

doingi

⅛hhhbhhhmmbbb
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GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

V√HAT RE YOU GUYS WATCHING?

THETOENAIL CHANNEL/ F

6

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
DeCtHBER 25~

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY C

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

Domi sυ∪ jυsτ love
exchanging gifts?

ε∣onτ pros of urns
to ∣mPRtwε in τnε
κ∣eω ⅛ar.

ε∣6HτmGes7∙ mom1
AREN’T W BEING r
TOO HARP ON -ς
YOURSELF?

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKER

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
M-

uft

'⅛UW⅛
H∣c

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
k Good IPSA-.-

"The
.∖h∕πsT WαTcl>

&

Ooh, ιooK
dt t¼
^Y∖me∣

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
ARETfDSE
RDST-U® NOTES.
MAP?

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
I NEED TO PUT'EM WHERE
MEVL BE SURE "TO SEE’EM.

OESTOEQARE,
MILLIE. WHEN 1
LEAVE REMINDERS
For s∣M...

∆S SHT
T M-Eto
TD&ETH
SIPE S

TUE MILK INSPECTS
IS COM∣N,
TOQAU?/
Z FOXOOT THAT
HEJ6NB0Λ 6!HL
WOULD RE HOME
fROM COLLET ON
RHEΔKTUtS WEEK-

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

sbuR ^^NRPAEfcNT<TZ>∣Ler
IS
A TOUF¾'∕∕ >

ΓM0N7UE
HEd WHEi
SILENT ΔNl
is.... Uta
PEHFOHMt

...MD Th
AβOVΓ TO

τu <?rx? h

TURNS TO i

LOOK O

LATELY. I CAN’T SHAKE
THE PEELIN’ THAT WE’RE
CHARACTERS IN SOME
DRAMA, HEADIN’ FOR A
_
SHOWDOWN,

FLASH. I KNOW
THIS SOUHM
WEIRD. OUT
a

STAND BY,
SHLIPKIN.

WEIRD?
MAYBE

PUT I’VE
HAD THAT
FEELING..

often.

ON SELLE'S SHIR
"SPRINGER",
2000 KILOMETERS
TO STARBOARD...

TIMING'S
’
PEOPLE
JUST BLEW
AWAY
SHLIPKIN. i

NOW
WHAT?

1OO KILOMETERS BEHIND FLASH
AHO CHARLIE,
OVERTAKES SHLIPKIN S SHIR..
Thomas Wari< ι

SHLIPKIN. WE
HAVE THE
TARGET SHIP IN
OUR SENSORS. ■

∠

A MOMENT LATER, FAR
AHEAD...

FLASH. I JUST
SAW SOMETHIN'
ON THE
.
REARVIEW
j
SCREEN -

...A LITTLE
WHITE BLIP

TRASH
SHLIPKIN’S
u
SHIP
(

IT l& THE
ONE MING
WANTS, j

...AN
EXPLOSION. A
LONG WAY

BACK.
1
DIRECTLY
VBEHIND U6.
fGREATI-.

WHAT
ABOUT OUR
REWARD?

WE FOLLOW. A
WE WATCH. WE
MAINTAIN
STEALTH MODE
AND BATTLE
STATIONS.
t
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GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

BEAR5,K∏Tl∣,∕...lJHV DO CHECKS

ALL0A9S HA∖jεT0
BE SO CUTE?/

CATS...

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
WE RE TRACKING
WHY WOULD
MING’S SHIP
EIRE ON US?

⅛*⅛÷27+88

WHY
NOT?

THEY SEE US
AS A THREAT.

THEM, FLICKERING
IN AND OUT OF
STEALTH MODE..

ON MING’S
SHIP..

THAT LAST
BIG
ONE
BREACHED
OUR
SHIELDS
AND HULL...

LEAKS
ARE
SEALED.
BUT WE
LOST SIX
MEN.

OUT ON A UMB by GARY KOPERVAS

The
Waist
^ey, H∖ac..
Covu? you F½K£W 1W⅛ lψP

ROM6O, RO∏EO
VM...

WE’LL

LOSE

ON BELLE’S
SHIP..
DAMAGE?

OUR SHIELDS
HAVE HELD,
BUT THEIR
POWER IS
DRAINED.^
COULDNT
SURVIVE
ANOTHER
DIRECT HIT.

2000 KM APART, MINGS SHIP
ANO BELLE'S SHIP APE LOCKED
IN BATTLE...

VHtFt FOR...UH

l

SHIELD
STRENGTH IS
DOWN TO
NOTHING: IF
WE BREAK
OFF NOW,
MAYBE WE’LL
GET OUT
ALIVE.

“

CAPTAIN... SHIELD POWER
IN ABOUT TWO
MINUTESl

∣Wrtt∙∩ By Tho<nM Wafker3∩

Ho ςυcu tu∣hg>

r

AS COMΛΛUN∏y
RMOTHER

WE’LL FIRE A LAST SALVO:
EVERYTHING WE CAN
THROW AT THEM, THEN
JUMP TO LIGHT SPEED.

LIGHT
SPEEP?....

WE’RE IN THE
R∣M SYSTEM
ASTEROID FIELDl

1U≡KΓRE R>R P∣SM.

FAR AHEAP...

THIS ROAD’S
GEΓ∏N* A BIT
ROC KYI

AUU6f∕

Tι∣Λt ft i$?

so κv exactly 3 j seconds rvε got
MV BOOTS ON AND I'M OUT THE
POOD W/TU OPEN ARMS FΩH NATURES
eighth wonder of τnt world

AS SHE GOGS BY MV HOUSE
I DREAM OF US RUNNING
TOGETHER. HAND IN HAND,
SIDE RY SIDE..

I forgot that the
NEIGHBOR GIRL
WOVLOBE NOME
FROM COLLEGE ON
BREAK THIS vrek

HER SMILE GLOWS AS IF EACH
TOOTH IS A LIGHT 8VLB IH A
SIGN THAT READS. "OH, AARON.
I LOVE YOU, MARRY ME, HAVE
MV KIDS." AND IT'S A
MOVING SIGN, TOO. AND then
SAVS," PONT WORRY, I'LL
CHANGE ALL THEIR DIAPERS'.'

then r realize I
DON'T EVEN KNOW
HER NAME."'

DOESN'T MATTER. TUAT'CL
JUST GIVE US SOMETHING
TO TALK ABOUT ON OUR
FIRST ANNIVERSARY."

“If you don’t mind,
∙
Γd rather take my chances
in front of a jury.”

ΓM ON THE ROAD BEHIND
HER WHEN I NOTICE HOW
SILENT AND GRACEFUL SHE
^
LIKE A BALLET
IS.

“Oh, run along! I’m just
enjoying the view...”

performed bysmokc

...AND ΓM WST
our '
TO HER WHEN SHE
TURNS TO M£ INSTEAD
about to call

...wm a

horrified
look on her face

OBVIOUSLY SHE'S REALII∣NG
HOW INTENSE HER FEELINGS
ARE FOR ME. LOVE IS SO
COOL.' X'M OBLIVIOUS TO
EVERYTHING AROUND ME..

THE NEXT FIVE MINUTES

THIS IS
IT, MAN

WILL DETERMINE HOWL
SPEND THE REST OF
MY LIFE"

“Hello, my name is Joseph.
Γm not your waiter tonight,
I just want to introduce
myself.”

“I told you a thousand times,
Mom! Make sure nothing else
was planned for the church hall
during my reception!”

“Normally we
ENCOURAGE browsing.
But...”

“I don’t care, George!
I want to have a yard sale!”

s
■

5

|I
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KRAZY KAT

KRAZY KAT

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY Cl

“Honey, settle an argument
for Us. Do most guys wear
briefs or boxer shorts?”

KRAZY KAT

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERII

KRAZY KAT

“For that amount you can get our
economy model. I hope you don't
mind wearing a chin strap.”

“You look great!
Who’s your tailor?”

“If I knew pigeons were so
messy...”

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX
βUTθH, τ CAU6MTq⅜PUK
grampmotabr cj∕p∕^
^OUf2 K/&=> OFF M6R
FAcε with a -nezue'

KRAZY KAT

“Are we there yet?"

“You’re depressed.
Get these pills, We’ll talk again.
Pay as you leave."

“You have management
potential, but your paper
shuffling needs work.”

“You may now kiss the
bride, or whatever it is you
kids do nowadays.”

“Okay, everyone...today
we’re making cold cereal.”

“Do you really expect the
court to believe your’e
invisible?!”

GOT A COMIC YOU WANT
IN PRINT? CALL 6*6 2727

OURSENSORS
AND WE WANY
THATREWARP .

MY CONTACT SAYS ONE^
λ of MING'S SHIP’S IS
OVERTAKING RIGHT NOW. 1

∙ι

ting needs
2 cups of water
3 ice cube trays
1 freezer
^ructions:
ur the water into the ice cube trays,
sure not to overfill them. Then insert
ιto the freezer, carefully or they will
7∞1 for 24 hours, then enjoy.
•∙∙
hy is the music department in
er’s Hall open all night? I can see
lRse are creative people who are less
j by accepted societal values like
ιg a good nights sleep, but 24 hours a
resident Herbert says he is trying to
e budget by 25 percent. He could start
ot paying for unneeded electricity,
r, how often do student musicians go
ιctice at 3:00 a.m.? I know that when
pinnaker takes that long to produce,
irst thing I do after getting a cold
er is play a tew riffs on my electric
r.It’s the best way for me to relax ...
ι
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COLLECT
CALLING CODES
ARE REALLY
QUITE SIMPLE.
(ONCE YOU’VE HAD CALCULUS.)

m in bed before you can say sleep
feel that the studentcenter should be open
jht, not Founder’s Hall. What are they
in there at4:00 ajn.?Sleeping like therest
? Can’t they do that in their own beds?

Forget the code: Dial "O"to call collect.

©BELLSOUTH
It's All Here!"
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Fax 928-3964 to reserve your free CLASSIFIED
ADS! Space is limited! First come, first serve!

CLASSIFIED ADS

Stuff thj

Million Dollar Management

Wednesday
• Broadway Series
the Veterans Menaori
FCCJ Artist Series. C

Friday

Greek Corner

• Gallery Opening: B
Brest Museum at 6 p.

spreadsheets. Letter quality printing. Pick-up and Delivery.
24 hour turnaround services. Call Sharon McPherson at 744
3786

The Sigma Alpha chapter of Delta Sigma Theta is proud
to present a Jumpin’ Into '96 Jam at JU on January 12
starting at 9:00 p.m. Prices begins at $3.00.

Term papers/Projects/Resumes typed within 24 hours. Call
262-2130 and ask for Jean.

Clubs

Professional Typing Service - Top quality laser printer,
computer disks, low rates. Call Lois King at 745-4091 or 949
0180 (pager on campus) Student discounts available.

Join the UNF Shotokan Karate Club! Registration Fri
days January 12 and 19at6:15p.m. Classeswillbeheld
in the UNF Arena room 1062 every Friday beginning
January 12 at 6:30-8:30 p.m. for new students and 7:30
9:30 p.m. for continuing students. Cost is $20 for UNF
students, $25 for FCC-J students, and $30 for the
general public.

Announcements
Rape Aggression Defense (RAD) Training. RAD is a
basic self defense techniques training class restricted to
female participants. Only 4 evenings for 12 hours of your
time Course is scheduled to start Tuesday. January 16
For additional information, contact the University Police
Department, 646-2804.
Listen Up! Music in Fernandina Beach New and used
tapes, CDs, books on tape 205 1/2 Centre Street. (904)
277 9666

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED: Needed gymnastic instructor part
time or full time for pre school girls classes. Please call
First Coast Gymnastics at 260-1983.

Typing by Michelle - Experienced APA Typist. Theses,
dissertations, term papers, correspondence, resumes.
Professional work guaranteed. Word processing ser
vices. Beaches 246-0378

Reasonable prices - reports, letters word processing

'

• Martin Luther King
ville Landing. Call 3:
• Rape Aggression
Women’s Self Defen
Police Department, E

Female n/s roommate desired in January for a 3 bedr∞m
Baymeadows condo on golf course/water hole, W/D. Conve
nient to UNF, Southpoint, and the Avenues $225 + utilities.
Leave message at 636-5416.
Room for rent with private bath and sliding door to patio and
pond. W/D, cable TV, and utilities included. Five minutes
from UNF, very quiet. $100 deposit and $220 per month,
female preferred, 998-7753.

Roommate wanted for 2/2 bath, very nice, quiet, five minutes
from UNF Cable TV, W/D, and utilities included. $200
deposit and $300 per month, female preferred 998-7753
Roommate wanted to share 2 bedroom, 1 bath duplex in
Jacksonville Beach. Fully furnished (except bedroom), W/D.
excellent location, quiet, safe Must be reliable, neat, and
mature! $200 deposit (can be 2 payments), $200 month + 1/
2 utilities and phone Call John at 241-0158

Not many junior executives step out of college and
into a job as “The Manager” of a million-dollar
operation, but can! Navy supply corps officers are
our professional business managers and provide
logistical support for all facets of the Navy’s
operational and administrative facilities.

Child Care
Need a babysitter? Fax an ad for free to 928 3964

For Sale

Papers and Projects typed quickly and accurately. La
ser printer and color printer. Call Kelly at 745-1782

• Career Fair sponsore
info call 642-3030.

Roommates

Typing Services
Typing Service - Term papers, etc. Pick up and deliver,
if needed. 645-3480

Saturday

For Sale: 1990 Kawasaki E×500 motorcycle. Blackandgray,
with headlight and windscreen blackout, alarm, includes 2
helmets, new Dunlop tires. 15K miles, $2000 obo. Call John
at 241 0158
For sale: 1981 Honda Accord, low mileage, runs great! 4
d∞r sedan, AT, AC $800. 886-9556

Miscellaneous

If you believe you can meet our standards, have or
will soon have a BA/BS (all majors considered),
and are under age 28, call 1-800-342-8123 (FL) or
1-800-843-2189 (GA).

You and the Navy. Full speed ahead.

Tell them you saw it in the Spinnaker! Fax your free classified
ads to (904) 928 3964 today!

Ifyou would like to anno
the Spinnaker, please
Spinnaker’s newsroom i

State
⅝

*

X ⅜

TALLAHASSEE (AP)
state report focusing on rac<
factor di stinguishing good sc
from bad has embarrassed
who published it and pron
some lawmakers to reject it:
mises.
The dispute is 0ve1
department’s
Succe
Schools Phase II report di
uted in November.
“The report blatantly st
types minority teachers an
dents, indicates that they a
ferior and minority teacher
not be successful teachers,
James Scruggs, a Departm
Education official workin g w,u
federal programs f°r poor stu
dents.
,
Education Commissτbne
. 5 ■

l Members of s

become violeι

Pleasure Island
at Walt Disney World
WELCOMES

Students Faculty Friends
Friday Januaιy 26th 1996
Getaway for an evening of excitement and fun. Enjoy seven different
night clubs for dining, dancing, comedy, movies and Planet Hollywood.
Just when you thought things couldn’t get any more exciting, the
countdown begins, the action pours out of the nightclubs and the island
launches itself into a nightly supercharged New Years Eve Celebration!
Only

S9oo

Price includes:
• Roudtrip Luxury Motorcoach
• Admission to Pleasure Island
including PLANET HOLLYWOOD

• And
(Due upon boarding)

FREE BEER

& soft drinks on the way down.
18 to party, 21 to drink. ID Required.

Bus departs from Winn-Dixie shopping
center next to Taco Bell at St. Johns
Bluff Rd. and Beach Blvd. Friday,
January 36th promptly at 3 pm.

*****

Save 20%

*****

pre-pay by January 22, 1996 via check, credit
card, or money order, and pay only $47.20.

(Please Print Clearly)

Name....
Address.
Phone....

Age

(make checks payable to: Marc W. Rellah)

Send to: PO Box 733
'
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
33004 - 0733

MANILA, Philippines (AP) Members of a cult that believe
the world would end New Year’
Day were becoming violent an
blaming "outside forces” for th
failure of their prophesy, report
said Thursday.
Fear continued to grip th
northern towns of Luna an
Cabatuan in Isabela Thursday a
the cult members regrouped an
were exhibiting bizarre behavioι
radio stations said.
Village chairman Doni made
Pagara, in an interview with radi
station DZMM, said at least 7
cult members were “possessed” a
of Thursday morning.
Pagara appealed on radio fc
help from national officials, say
ing many of the cult members wer
getting violent and might eithe
kill others or commit mass suicid(
Students in the town hig
sch∞l refused to attend classe
because school principal Evit
Sebastian, a cult member, was als
acting strangely, reports said.
Police were quoted as sayin
the principal’s son Rex, a cu
leader, “ordained” four youths t

Police say 1
appropriate d<

HEMET, Calif. (AP) — Pt
lice gave Donald Stevens th:
much: He had the sense not t
drive after he’d been drinkinj
But, they said, making his E
year-old son drive wasn’t th
answer.
Stevens, 33, was arreste
early Tuesday for investigatio
of public intoxication, allow
ing an unlicensed juvenile I
drive and possession of a cot
trolled substance.
He was held in Riversid
County Jail on $5,000 bail.
A police report says Stever
told an officer that when polk
attempted to pull their picku
truck over, he had instructed h
son “not to stop, just slow dow
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UNF to face Florida Southern Saturday

FIS
BTTE
18th
iNA
4
rs2
BUY
SETS
, WI11L
©©m
g ©UT?
&T TIX
CE.
accommodation in
ιa Brizzi at 646-2525
jrior to the event.

from page 12
Saturday the Ospreys travel to
Lakeland to take on Florida South
ern. The Moccasins brought back
John Saunders, who had been
tossed off the team last year. He is
scoring 15 points per game and
averaging 5.5 rebounds per game.
“He was an all-conference se
lection the year before. I guess his
year off got his head straight, I
don’t know,” Zvosec said. “He’s
back and they added a junior col
lege player out of Illinois who is a
fantastic player, about 6-5
swingman by the name of Antasius
Clark, who’s a very good player.”
“Very good” may be an under
statement. Clark is scoring 16.5
points per game, good for sixth in
the conference, is 10th in field goal
percentage and second in steals
behind RollinsRollins’ Carter.
Florida Southern is among the
conference leaders in rebounding
and is second in blocked shots.
The Ospreys will have to get
through the week without sixth
man Cecil Mourning, who injured
his knee during finals week and
had surgery Jan. 3. Although the
senior could return Saturday,
Zvosec said he is going ahead with
the worst-case scenario: that
Mourning is gone for the year.
“We’ve got to prepare as if he’s
not going to be back,” Zvosec said.
“Therefore, if he does come back

then it’s great.”
Freshmen George McCleod
and Jason Brafford will step in
while Mourning is on the side
lines.

UNF 67, Flagler 51 (UNF,
Dec. 6) — The Ospreys outscored
Flagler by 12 in the second half to
pull out the victory. Caple led the
Ospreys with 20 points. “Tonight I
wanted to come out and be aggres
sive shooting the ball and be ag
gressive getting my teammates in
volved and just do what it took for
us to win,” he said.
Mourning scored 11 of his 17
points in the second half. “We just
need to keep going and keep being
real intense about what we’re do
ing and things will go from there,”
he said.

UNF 75, Savannah State 63
(UNF, Dec. 9) — Despite
outscoring the Ospreys by two in
the second half, the visiting Tigers
could not catch UNF, which had
built up a 14 point advantage at the
half. However, the Ospreys had to
survive their own horrendous sec
ond-half shooting — they hit just
28.6 percent of their shots in the
last 20 minutes.
Four of UNF’s starters broke
the double-digit barrier, led by
Sneed with 20 points. He also
pulled down 11 rebounds.

, Elizabeth City (N.C.) State
71, UNF 64 (UNF, Dec. 16) —

Inconsistent Lady Ospreys 5-2 o ver break

Although losing Mourning hurt
UNF a little, failure to make field
goals hurt the Ospreys more. UNF
made just over 34 percent of their
shots. “We struggled a little bit
offensively tonight,” Zvosec said.
“I think it might have had more to
do with their zone defense and our
inability to hit from the perimeter
because we got great looks. I
thought we had some wide-open
shots. We just didn’t knock them
down, especially in the first half.”
Two ECSC players became eli
gible for the first time that day, and
they made an immediate impact.
Anthony Harris led the Vikings
with 17 points and Maurice Mincey
added 16. “They’re going to beat a
lot of people now that they’ve got
a full contingent,” Zvosec said.
Jamal Williams came off the
bench to lead UNF with 15 points,
and Jesse Hudson scored 12.

from page 12

UNF 85, Elon 60 (UNF, Dec.
17)—UNF celebrated the end of
fall final exams Roman-style by
thrashing the Christians 54-29 in
the second half.
The UNF bench led the way
— three of the five leading scor
ers did not start the game. Cindy
Cowherd scored 17, Wynn hit 14
and Anna Skipper scored 10.
Sanders led UNF in scoring
(19) and rebounds (7), and
Menear scored nine points.

UNF 64, American Univer
sity (Puerto Rico) 32 (UNF, Dec.
30)—The Lady Ospreys looked
sluggish in the first half of their
first game after Christmas break,
leading 26-21 at the half. “You’ve
got to kind ofexpect that,” Ortelee
said. We came back [from Christ
mas] and had two-a-days [prac
tices] after a week off, so their
legs were a little bit tired.”
In the second half, the winless
visitors l∞ked more like a winless
team, as UNF outscored the Pi
rates 38-11. Monroe led the Lady
Ospreys with 11 points and eight

UNF 76, Valdosta State 71
(UNF, Dec. 18) — Hudson led the
Ospreys with 18 points and Chris
Lee scored 17 points at a point-aminute pace to lead the Ospreys to
the win.
“I thought [the game with]
Valdosta State may have been our
best performance all around to
date,”Zvosec said. “Valdosta State
is a team that had beaten Tampa
pretty handily [Dec. 16], a team
that was ranked 15th in the country
at the time, so that was a big win
for our program.”

rebounds.

Bentley (Mass.) 74, UNF 64
(UNF⅛ Jan. 2) — Miller summed
up the game: “We were there 35
minutes, and for five minutes we
broke down.”
The Lady Ospreys were just
two points behind the Falcons at
the half, but made just 10 of 24
field goal attempts in the second
half as the eighth-ranked visitors
pulled away.
“I was really pleased with the
effort,” Ortelee said. “We haven’t
been in that situation a lot. They
did a pretty good job and it’s only
going to help us for conference.”
Sanders singed the nets for 22
points and crashed the boards for
11 rebounds to lead UNF in both
categories. Miller scored 14 points

Beloit (Wise.) 70, UNF 66
(UNF, Thursday) — After the
valiant effort against a top-10 Di
vision II squad, the first-half
dropoff was stunning. The two
squads were tied at 15 with just
over 11 minutes left in the half.
Then the Lady Ospreys went in the
toilet, as the Lady Buccaneers
outscored them 28-14 in the rest of

Help wanted and fast: more
softball players needed ASAP
By Tom Kopacz
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ent.

the half. Ortelee was blunt.
“[The Lady Ospreys]
weren’t ready to play,” she said.
“They were laughing and joking
around in the locker r∞m, as
sumed they could beat a [Divi
sion III] team. They didn’t play
in the first half.”
UNF jumped back in the
game in the second half,
outscoring Beloit 37-27, but it
was not enough. “The effort was
fine in the second half, but you
shouldn’t have to put that kind
of effort forth to get back in the
game,” Ortelee said.
The loss overshadowed a careernightby Menear, who scored
22 points on 10for-13 shooting
from the field. “We’ve just got
to play 40 minutes,” she said.
“Until we do, all our games are
going to be like this. We can’t
just play the last 10 minutes of a
ball game. We’ve got to do it
right from the beginning to the
end.”
Monroe scored 14 points,
shot 4-of-9 from three-point
range and led UNF in rebound
ing with 10.

OF THE STAFF

UNF softball coach Natalie Martin is looking for
a few good walk-ons.
With just 13 players on her roster right now,
Martin says she is looking for good athletes and will
not be too picky about positions. “If 1 can find
somebody who’s a real good athlete, 1 don’t care
where they play,” she said. “1 mean, outfield would
be nice but Γrn not going to say, ‘You don’t play
outfield so you don’t play.’”

Martin said she hopes to find between 15 and 17
players via announcements on the Housing Channel
and flyers placed around campus.
She said she wants to hold individual tryouts
rather than one big tryout session. “I’m not going to
put a date because 1 don’t want, all of a sudden, 5,000
people to show up,” she said. "1 want them to [con
tact] me so 1 can get some information from them and
see if they’re worth having come try out.”
For more information, contact Martin at 646
2947.
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for spring term now!

Reporters — News, Sports and Features
Photographers

REWARD
A small amount of money.
On the job experience (resume padding — at least we’re honest).
Good times.
Bad jokes.
A warm fuzzy feeling every time you see someone reading the newspaper.
Free finger food at banquets all over campus.
The chance to scoop

is a
rn:a.

FOLIO WEEKLY.

See the pictures we thought were too tasteful to print.
Be the first in your hall to listen to every CD you’ve never wanted.
And it’s much better than Cats. You’ll want to do it again and again.

“Don’t hate the media. Become the media.’’ (Jello Biafra, The Dead Kennedys)
Pick up an application today at our newsroom — Building 14, Room 2607.
(Hint: Look for the big blue sign in the Club Commons.)
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Ospreys second in
Marriott Classic
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

The men’s
basketball team
wants to repeat
the experience
of Eckerd Col
lege two years
ago.
The Tritons
went to the Marriott Classic at
Queen ’ s College in Charlotte, N.C.,
in January 1994, and UNF coach
Rich Zvosec wants to duplicate
Eckerd’s results after the tourna
ment.
“They went up to the same tour
nament and actually came away
from the tournament 1 -2, came back
and [at the] end of February [and]
beginning of march won three
games in our conference tourna
ment, so hopefully the same expe
rience will happen to us,” he said.
The Ospreys (7-4) literally had
to climb hills to get to the champi
onship game of the eight-team tour
nament and did so, coming in second.Junior forward Chris Patterson
and senior guard Phil Caple were
named to the all-tournament team.
In the opening game Thursday,
the Ospreys defeated Spring Hill
(Ala.) 60-53. Phil Caple led UNF

with 15 points. Senior center Chris 1995-96 Sunshine State Conference
Sneed scored 13, and Jesse Hudson opener against Rollins at the UNF
Arena. The Tars entered confer
scored nine.
In the tournament semi-finals ence play 12-0 and added to that
Friday, UNF declawed the Mars Saturday night with a 96-89 victory
Hill Lions 68-58. The Ospreys at home over Tampa.
Two years ago, the Tars had a
opened the game on a hot streak
andtooka41-21 lead into the locker losing record, and last year they
room at halftime. Although Mars were 14-14, with a4-10 conference
Hill’s James Barber scored 16 of record. “Rollins is a team that has
his 21 points in the second half, he taken their lumps,” Zvosec said.
could not get his team back into the “All their kids now are juniors and
seniors.... It’s been a building pro
game.
Patterson, who scored just four cess for them.”
Rollins
features
the
in the first game, led the Ospreys
conference
’
s
top
scorer,
Daniel
with 19 points. Caple scored 16,
Sneed added 10 points and Hudson Parke (23.4 ppg), and has four play
ers in the conference top 10 in threeagain scored nine.
The Ospreys’ carriage turned point shooting. Ray Carter is sev
back into a pumpkin Saturday. enth in the conference in scoring, at
Queen’s College proved to be an 16.5 points per game, and leads the
ungracious host, handing UNF a conference in steals. As a team, the
70-51 defeat. Caple and Hudson Tars lead the conference in most
each scored 10, but they were the offensive statistics and are second
only Ospreys to score in double defensively.
UNF should have an advantage
digits.
The Royals outrebounded UNF on the boards. The Tars are last in
at both ends of the floor, and their the conference in rebounding at
starters all scored in double figures. just over 34 per game, while UNF
UNF scored just 22 points in the has two players among the top 15 in
first half and only sank 9of-24 field that category.
goal attempts.
The Ospreys will need better
See UNF TO FACE, page 11
performance Wednesday in their
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Jacksonville Jaguars quarterback Mark Brunell (8) scrambles for a touchdown against the Cleveland
Browns Dec. 24 at Jacksonville Municipal Stadium. The Jags beatthe Browns in what may have been
the visitors’ last game as Cleveland’s team. The Browns have signed an agreement with the city of
Baltimore to move there next season, although the city of Cleveland is contesting the move. The
Jaguars finished their inaugural season 4-12. (Matthew MacRoberts/Photo Editor)

Lady Ospreys look for consistency at Tampa, Southern
a double-digit lead.
The Lady Tritons, who brought just
Turnovers were the difference. The
OF THE STAFF
seven players to UNF Arena, stayed within
Lady Ospreys committed just 11, their
The women’s basketball team gets into five points of UNF with 10 minutes left in
lowest one-game total of the season. Eckerd
the meat of its conference schedule quickly the first half. Then the Lady Ospreys caught
committed 26 turnovers, and the Lady
this week with road games at Tampa Tues fire, putting together an 11-3 scoring spurt
Ospreys punished them by scoring 26 points
to grab a 36-23 lead with 7:20 to go until
day and Florida Southern Saturday.
off the Triton errors.
The Lady Ospreys (8-3 overall, 1-0 halftime. However, Eckerd battled back
Senior forward Nancy Miller had her
Sunshine State Conference) enter the con and got as close as six points behind before
best night of the season, scoring 22 points
ference schedule after an up-and-down Felecia Monroe hit a three-pointer with six
on 10-of-18 shooting to lead UNF in that
holiday schedule. They opened confer seconds left in the half to give UNF a 49
category. She grabbed eight rebounds to
enceplay Saturday, defeating an outgunned 41 lead. The second half was all UNF, as
lead UNF there as well.
the Lady Ospreys spent the entire half with
Eckerd College squad 85-64.
“I thought everybody played well to
night,” Miller said. “This is about the first
time we all played well, I think. We just
decided we had to pick it up.”
UNF coach Mary Ortelee said the best
aspect of the game was the low number of
turnovers. “That’s something we have to
build on, but it was a lot better effort than
Thursday,” she said, referring to a disas
trous 70-66 loss to Division III Beloit
(Wise.) College. UNF committed 25 turn
overs in that game and is the only team in
the conference to average more turnovers
than their opponents.
Senior off-guard Felecia Monroe had
her one of her best shooting nights of the
season, hitting seven field goals on her
way to scoring 16 points. Senior forward
Tabatha Menear scored 10 points, her sec
ond straight double-digit scoring effort.
Freshman forward Angela Fisher,
scored 10 points, her most of the season,and pulled down six rebounds. Sophomore
Point guard Krista Wynn scored eight points
and made five assists.
Ironically, the only member of the start
ing line-up to have a below-par night was
senior center Vanessa Sanders, who scored
just four points. However, she made up for
it by grabbing seven rebounds and making
three assists.
“She’s allowed to have one of thdsς
now and then,” Ortelee said. “As long as
somebody else steps it up, we’ll be okay.”
UNF held Eckerd’s Lena Elliott, the
leading scorer in the SSC, to 14 points, 10
below her average.
The Lady Ospreys visit Tampa Tues
day night. The Spartans (7-5 before
Saturday’s action) have a very young
ballclub this season. They are second in the
UNF redshirt freshman guard Anna Skipper (left) and true freshman center Dali Spiers
conference with 83.6 points per game but
(back) run the fast break Saturday against Eckerd (Matthew MacRoberts/Photo Editor).

By Tom Kopacz

seventh defensively and from the freethrow line.
Two Tampa freshmen, twins Missy
and Mandy Mack, are sixth and seventh in
the conference in scoring, with 16.4 and 16
points per game, respectively, and both are
in the top 10 in field goal percentage.
Junior forward April Lindsey (13.8 ppg) is
11 th in the conference in that category, and
leads the conference with 12.3 rebounds,
3.75 steals and 0.83 blocks per game. Missy
Mack leads the conference in three-point
shooting, hitting 33 of 79 attempts this
season.
Saturday, the Lady Ospreys take on
Florida Southern, the consensus top choice
in the conference preseason poll. The Lady
Moes lead the conference in scoring with
82.6 points per game and have an average
victory margin of over 25 points this sea
son. They lead the conference in field goal
percentage and steals, and have forced
more total turnovers than any conference
squad.
TampaandFlorida Southern each swept
UNF last season.

•∙∙
UNF 76, Edward Waters 64 (UNF,
Dec. 6) — The UNF victory was perhaps
the only highlight of the game. When asked
if she liked any aspect of how her team
played, Ortelee had this response: “No....
Lack of defensive intensity, lack of offen
sive concentration, ... everything, and I
take the blame for it. They weren’t men
tally prepared to play this game.”
The Lady Tigers played well above
their level and caught the Lady Ospreys
napping. “I mean, you don’t step on the
floor with a team like that and expect them
to roll over and die. We weren’t mentally
ready to play, first half or second half. I
think they were shell-shocked at halftime,”
Ortelee said.
Sanders led UNF with 16 points.

UNF 54, Flagler 39 (St. Augustine,
Dec. 9) — All but one of the Lady Ospreys
scored as UNF bounced back with an easy
victory over the Lady Saints. UNF led 31
17 and coasted in the second frame.
Sanders led UNF with nine points and
nine rebounds.

See INCONSISTENT, page 11

Erixon, VanAlstyne,
Pawelek pick up
postseason honors
Two athletes and a coach racked
up postseason awards as the fait
semester wound down.
in volleyball, +he American
Volleyball Coaches Association
named junior setter Missy Er∣χon a
second team All-American.
Erixoπ is the first UNF volleyball
player to hr* named All-American
sinqe the school joined the NCAA
in 1992.
I Teri Taylor was UNF s only
previous All-American. She won
the awards when UNF was a
member of the NAI A.
UNF cross country coach Mark
VanAlstyne has been named NCAA
Division If Southeast Region
women’s coach of the year and
senior runner Kim Pawelek has
been namedfemale regional runner
of the year.
Pawelek won the women’s
individual titles at the state
championship meet, the Sunshine
State Conference meet and the
NCAA Division II Southeastern
championship this season. She
finished eighth a’ the NCAA-2
national championship.

lennis teams start
season in top five
Both UNF tennis teams are
ranked in the Division It national
tennis rankings compiled by the
Interco∣iegiate Tennis Association, s
The men’s tennis team is ranked
No. 2 behind defending national
chamraon Lander College (S.C.).
The women’s team is tied for the
No. 5 position with Georgia College.
∣ unf,s Tom Jed∣ik is ranked No.
3 in the nation in men's singles.
Tom Schrader is 20th, and Reggie
Exum is No. 23.
Wendy Bruno is ranked No. 19 iri
women’s singles, and teammate
Kendra Pascoe ∣s 28th.
s The tennis teams kick oft thier
1996 season Jan. 20 at Sunshine
State Conference rival Tampa.

The administration
should make Introduction
to Information Sciences
a required course for all
new students and faculty
members... page4.
Mike’s found the next
health food craze — it’s
fat free and has no
calories! ... page 5.

FEATURES
Don’t miss Sir Richard
van Kinklestipe’s butt
numbing comics insert!
It’s all the comics you
didn’t get to see over
break, but wish you
could’ve. Sir Richard bets
you can’t read just one.
Just try it!... Pages 5-8

MEN’S BASKET
BALL: The Ospreys
hope to use the experi
ence in last weekend’s
Marriott Classicto pull out
a conference champion
ship. ... page 12.
WOMEN’S
BAS
KETBALL: The Lady
Ospreys posted up-anddown results over the
holiday break. They
opened the 1995-96
Sunshine State Confer
ence schedule with a win
Saturday. ... page 12.
SOFTBALL: Head
coach Natalie Martin
needs a few good
women before the sea
son opens next month.
... page 11.
TENNIS: The tennis
teams are both in the
preseason top five.
Sports Shorts, p. 12.
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